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ABSTRACT 

Few studies have been able to evaluate foraging success and behaviors of top marine 

predators at the fine-scale spatial and temporal resolutions of their prey patches. Using a 

large, multi-year dataset of female northern elephant seal movement and diving behavior, 

we examined how a number of variables influenced foraging behaviors, and how changes 

in behaviors related to daily foraging success as inferred from in-situ measures of 

buoyancy change. Diving behavior was affected by many extrinsic (temperature and light 

level) and intrinsic (mass, age, and individual quality) factors. Daily foraging success was 

affected by several diving behaviors, clustered into three categories: bottom activity, 

depth of foraging zone, and vertical transit rate. Our results suggest that behaviors that 

reduced the energy invested into foraging dives were more imp01iant to foraging success 

than behaviors associated with increased prey encounters. Behaviors were variable 

between and within individuals and seasons. The behavioral responses to the environment 

appeared to be constrained by the metabolic costs of pregnancy. By modeling the fine-

scale changes in behaviors and foraging success in this top marine predator, changes in 

ocean productivity and climate may be detected at small temporal and spatial scales. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Evolution favors foraging behaviors that maximize net life-time energy gains, 

thereby maximizing reproductive success (Pyke et al. 1977). Foraging strategies are 

particularly important when generalist predators forage on ephemeral and patchy prey 

fields distributed over large spatial scales. These features are associated with some apex 

predators foraging in the pelagic environment. Additionally, air-breathing marine 

predators forage under the constraints of breath-hold ability, and thus encounter a suite of 

environmental and physiological constraints that help define foraging optima (Costa et al. 

2001, 2004). 

The marine environment is highly variable and dynamic at many spatial and 

temporal scales (Steele 1995). Physical and biological conditions define the distributions, 

abundance, and species composition of marine communities (Pakhomov and McQuaid 

1996, Lovejoy et al. 2001), which change due to shifting oceanographic conditions. This 

creates a patchy ecological landscape that many predators exploit (Kotiar and Wiens 

1990, Fauchald 1999). Some oceanographic features such as frontal systems, 

thermoclines, and bathymetry can aggregate communities. Predators at all trophic levels 

preferentially forage in high density prey patches, scaling these ocean aggregations up the 

food chain. 

Air-breathing predators must access the surface to replenish oxygen stores needed 

to forage on prey fields at depth. Anaerobic exercise is often avoided because it requires a 

disprop01iionately extended recovery time at the surface (Kooyman et al. 1980, LeBoeuf 

et al. 1988), outside of the foraging zone and exposed to surface predators. Air-breathing 

foragers possess physiological and behavioral adaptations that extend aerobic dive limits 
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(Kooyman 1985; Castellini et al. 1992; Hindell et al. 1992; Boyd 1997; Hindell et al. 

2000; Williams et al. 2000; Williams 2001), but the time at depth is ultimately 

constrained by the metabolic demands of exercise with limited oxygen stores (Costa et al. 

2004). Unlike ten-estrial foragers, whose time in the foraging zone is often limited by 

patch quality or predator exposure, marine air-breathing foragers are often limited by the 

physiological constraints of each breath-hold. A diving predator should maximize prey 

encounter rates by extending time in the foraging zone, and reducing the time and energy 

used in transit. The time in transiting between the surface and foraging depth is optimized 

with the increasing oxygen consumption of increased swim speed (Kramer 1988). Air

breathing marine predators employ a suite of behaviors that minimize the costs of 

transport (Williams et al. 2000). Other behaviors, such as prey quality preference or 

pursuit strategies, can maximize energy gains at depth within the constraints of breath

hold. 

Search strategies should maximize net energy gains (Andersson 1978), bl!t an air

breathing predator cannot directly detect prey from the surface. A predator may conduct 

random exploratory dives, or couple exploratory dives with additional functions, such as 

predator avoidance (Le Boeuf and Crocker 1996), or reducing the cost of sleep or 

digestion (Crocker et al. 1997). A predator may predict the profitability of exploiting the 

prey field at depth us1ng surface or near-surface (Mackas et al. 1985, Sullivan et al. 

1993), or using prior knowledge of previous foraging success (Sims et al. 2006). 

Evolution favors foraging behaviors that maximize foraging success where 

decisions are often made with incomplete information about the complex and ephemeral 

subsurface communities. Predators may exhibit a degree of behavioral plasticity, 



modifying behavioral optima based on the local environment. Behavioral plasticity may 

be favored for generalist foragers that must exploit various habitats, and where 

physiological capacity is not pushed to the limited for minimal foraging success. 

Deterministic foraging strategies may be favored for invariant prey selection or stable 

prior expectations (Switzer 1993). Deterministic behaviors may also be evident when 

physiological constraints narrow the range of behaviors. A number of intrinsic factors 

may define the physiological limits of behaviors, and may be expressed as differences in 

behaviors and foraging success, and even as divergent optimal foraging strategies. The 

behavioral response to extrinsic factors may indicate the degree of behavioral plasticity a 

predator employs. 

Understanding the spatial and temporal aspects of successful foraging events of 

marine predators are imp01iant in identifying critical habitats, and monitoring changes in 

ocean productivity and climate. Direct observational measurements of foraging behaviors 

are rare because most marine predators migrate long distances to unpredictable and 

dynamic foraging sites, and are often obscured by water. Time-depth recorders (TDRs) 

and satellite telemeters are durable, non-invasive, and can be attached to a variety of 

species, so they are commonly used to measure the spatial and temporal distributions of 

marine predators. Studies have infe1red periods of foraging with measures derived from 

TDR depth time series, such as extended site occupancy (Fauchald and TveITa 2003, 

Tremblay et al. 2007, Patterson et al. 2008, Kuhn et al. 2009) and changes in the dive 

profile (Bost et al. 2007). Although these studies were informative with regard to search 

behaviors, we cannot use their measures to define foraging events without validated 

assumptions or an index of energy balance (see Weimerskirch et al. 2007, Bailleu! et al. 
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2008, Simmons et al. 2010, and Thums et al. 2011, Robinson et al. 2007 for cases where 

foraging events were not exclusive to searching events). A variety of sensors are 

available to directly measure food intake or prey capture (Bowen et al. 2002, Austin et al 

2006, Kuhn et al. 2009, Suzuki et al. 2009), but their applications are limited and they 

cannot measure energy balance. The northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris) 

provides a study system with a validated measure of foraging success that is easily 

compared to other in-situ sensor measures. 

4 

N01ihern elephant seals are capital breeders, mounting body energy reserves 

during their at-sea foraging migrations for reproductive effo1is during the winter haul-out 

(Crocker et al. 2001). The seals haul-out twice a year, fasting for 1-2 months while 

engaging in high energy activities such as copulation, parturition, nursing, and molting 

(Sydeman and Nur 1994). Adipose tissue stored as blubber is preferentially mobilized to 

supp01i the energetic costs of these activities. Female seals lose an average of 169 kg 

(35% body mass, 53% adipose loss, and 15% protein loss (Crocker et al. 200l)l during 

the longer breeding fast. The seals migrate long distances to access ocean regions of high 

productivity during the subsequent foraging seasons. Despite the profound seasonal 

change in body mass and composition, elephant seals tend to show indeterminate growth. 

Elephant seals generally forage successfully, with variability between individuals and 

years, despite large variations in individual strategies, focal foraging areas (Le Boeuf et 

al. 2000), and global ocean productivity (Le Boeuf and Crocker 2005). 

Northern elephant seals copulate during the winter haul-out and zygote 

implantation is delayed until the post-molt foraging migration in late spring. The majority 

of sexually mature females pup every winter, but occasionally a female returns to the 



rookery not pregnant. While it is likely non-pupping females copulated during the 

previous breeding season, these females may ab01i the fetus or fail implantation. As a 

capital breeder, the northern elephant seals spends each foraging migration rebuilding 

body tissue lost in the previous fast and developing resources for subsequent pregnancy. 

Pregnancy may suppress metabolism (Sparling et al. 2006), which may be exhibited as 

behavioral adjustments to shifting energetics optima or as physiological responses to 

foraging success. 

5 

There are distinctive recurring dive shapes apparent in TDR depth time series 

plots, which include putative drift and pelagic foraging dives (Le Boeuf et al. 1992, 

Crocker et al. 1994, Crocker et al. 1997). Extended drift dives are unique to a few 

species. The seal begins a drift dive with a short phase of active descent, followed by an 

extended phase of no propulsive activity, during which the seal uses its buoyancy, 

whether positive or negative, to passively move through the water column (Crocker et al. 

1997, Mitani et al. 2010). Because there is no active swimming during this drift phase, 

the vertical rate of movement (drift rate) is primarily determined by the buoyancy of the 

seal (Webb et al. 1998, Biuw et al. 2003). Buoyancy is determined by total body density, 

primarily the ratio of lean tissue (denser than seawater) to adipose tissue (less dense than 

seawater). A change in the relative body composition of a seal can be measured as the 

change in drift rates between consecutive periods of drift dives (Biuw et al. 2003, Aoki et 

al. 2011). Periods of net energy loss require energy mobilization from body tissues, 

preferentially adipose tissue, while muscle and organ tissues are conserved for highly 

active foraging behaviors and physiological needs. Resources acquired through foraging 

success should be mobilized to develop lean tissue (muscle, organs, and fetus) throughout 
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the migration season, while surplus resources should be stored as adipose tissue 

(blubber). A negative change in drift rate (decreased buoyancy) is the result of lean tissue 

deposition or adipose mobilization, and is not interpretable as an indicator of foraging 

success. A positive change in drift rate (increased buoyancy) is indicative of adipose 

deposition through foraging success. Positive drift rate changes underestimate periods of 

successful foraging, but they indicate periods of particularly high success where the 

effect of adipose deposition is detected over the reduction in buoyancy caused by lean 

tissue development. 

The change in drift rate is a good, conservative proxy for in-situ foraging success 

at fine temporal scales when direct body composition measures are impossible. Previous 

studies have validated the use of drift rate change as a measure of body condition (Biuw 

et al. 2003, Thums et al. 2008, Robinson et al. 2010, Aoki et al. 2011). Also, high 

foraging effort is associated with repeated drift dives (Crocker et al. 1997), from which 

the success of each foraging period can be evaluated. 

The physiology-dependent drift rate metric can be compared to behavioral and 

oceanographic metrics derived from animal-borne instruments. Previous studies have 

compared track based behaviors (Robinson et al. 2010, Bailleul et al. 2008) and large 

scale ocean conditions (Biuw et al. 2007, Bradshaw et al. 2004) to foraging success by 

proxy for northern and southern elephant seals. Few studies have examined how daily 

changes in diving behavior vary in response to environmental features and how these 

behaviors are associated with short-term variations in foraging success, at resolutions 

closer to the lower spatial and temporal scales of prey patches. Although frequently 

necessary, the fine-scale variability is often lost with smoothing functions and by 
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integrating data over large spans of time and distances. The ability to detect real fine

scale variability without the need for smoothers improves as more northern elephant seal 

dive records are added to the existing dataset each year, producing a large cross-sectional 

and longitudinal dataset that spans a variety of environmental conditions. 

Our objectives were to investigate how changes in foraging behaviors relate to 

short-term success in female northern elephant seals on their biannual foraging 

migrations, and how extrinsic and intrinsic variables drive these behaviors and foraging 

success as inferred from changes in buoyancy. We examined how foraging effo1i and 

behaviors respond in changing environments, seasons, body conditions, and pregnancy 

status with a large cross-sectional and longitudinal dataset. Through this study, we 

evaluated the plasticity of elephant seal behaviors; the energetic consequences of variable 

intrinsic and extrinsic factors; and how seals respond to changing ocean environments 

and body conditions. We hypothesized that daily foraging success of the northern 

elephant seal population is dependent on daily behaviors, which are responsive to a 

number of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Subjects and instruments 

Known age adult female n01ihern elephant seals were each equipped with 

an ARGOS satellite transmitter (Wildlife Computers, Redmond, WA, USA or Sea 

Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews, Scotland) and a time-depth recorder (Wildlife 

Computers) while onshore at Afio Nuevo State Reserve, California, USA (37°5' N, 

122°16' W). Each TDR contained a depth sensor (±1 % accuracy, 0.5 m resolution), a 

thermistor (±0.1° C accuracy, 0.05° C resolution), and a light sensor (5 x 10-12 to 5 x 10-
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2 W cm-2 logarithmic range). Seals were chemically immobilized for instrument 

attachment and recovery using standard protocols (Le Boeuf et al. 2000). There were 240 

instruments deployed on 168 individual seals from the winter of 2004 through the spring 

of 2010. A total of 122 instruments were deployed during the winter breeding haulout 

and 118 during the spring molt haulout. Mass was directly measured by suspending the 

seal in a canvas sling from a tripod using a Dyna-Link scale (1000±1 kg) during each 

instrument deployment and recovery. Body composition was determined using a 

combination of ultrasound and morphometric measurements (Webb et al. 1998). 

Data processing 

Hassrick et al. (2010) found strong mass effects on northern elephant seal 

diving capacity and behavior, so we included mass in the analyses. Seal mass was never 

measured on the day of departure or arrival, so departure and arrival mass were corrected 

for days on shore and pup mass prior to parturition (Simmons et al. 2010, Robinson et al. 

2010). Although mass change was likely nonlinear during the migration, in-situ seal mass 

was approximated by day through linear interpolation between corrected depaiiure and 

returning mass. Hassrick et al. (2010) also found strong time at sea effects. We could not 

include this in the same models as the mass estimates because the two effects would be 

multi collinear. 

TDR sampling frequencies were between 1 and 8 seconds, but were subsampled 

to 8 seconds for consistency. Dive metrics were derived from the raw depth time series 

using a dive analysis program (IKNOS toolbox, Y. Tremblay, unpublished). Identified 

dives were zero-offset corrected and retained if they exceeded 32 seconds in duration and 

15 meters in depth (Robinson et al. 2010). The dives were classified as one of four dive 



types (transit, foraging, drift, and benthic) based on the characteristics described by Le 

Boeuf et al. (1988) using a custom hierarchical classification program (Robinson et al. 

2010). Temperature, light level, and behaviors derived from depth-time data were 

summarized for each foraging dive or foraging dive phase (surface, descent, bottom, and 

ascent). Only dives identified as pelagic foraging (type D) dives were used for analyses. 

9 

Fourteen behavioral dive metrics were summarized for each foraging dive (Table 

1 ). These metrics were visually inspected for approximate normality and averaged over 

24 hour intervals to encompass the diel fluctuations in behavior and environment. Several 

of the metrics were bimodal with distinct diurnal and nocturnal peaks, and were 

summarized as daily day and night averages based on local sumise and sunset times. The 

daily number of foraging dives was included with the daily summaries. Principal 

components analysis (PCA) (Systat 11, Varimax rotation, minimum eigenvalue of 1) was 

used to eliminate multicollinearity while minimizing the amount of information lost from 

the original dataset. The PCA was based on the correlation matrix because many of the 

metrics were not in comparable units. Each principal component was interpreted using 

the metrics with a factor loading score greater than 0.50 or less than -0.50, and the 

metrics that did not load onto any principal component within the range were removed 

from the process. This generated 3 interpretable behavioral principal components (Table 

1). The first principal component (PCl) described activity at the bottom of the dive, the 

second (PC2) described depth of foraging effort, and the third (PC3) described the 

vertical transit rate of foraging dives. 

Four oceanographic dive metrics were summarized and grouped for each 

foraging dive with the same processes as the behavioral metrics (Table 2). There were 2 
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interpretable oceanographic principal components. The first oceanographic principal 

component (OPCl) described ocean temperature, and the second (OPC2) described light 

level from a non-solar source. Mean day light at surface did not load onto a principal 

component and was excluded from further analysis because it was driven by surface 

weather and latitude, and was not an explicit indicator of the ocean environment. 

A kernel density estimator (0. 005 m s-1 intervals, -1 to + 1 m s-1 range) was 

applied to each drift dive to determine the dominant drift rate (Robinson et al. 2010). 

Dominant drift rates were averaged by 24 hour intervals (Figure 1 ), and offset 6 hours 

behind the behavior and oceanography means to account for the delayed absorption of 

digesta (approximated from Helm 1983). The foraging success proxy was the change in 

dominant drift rate between consecutive days. Days without drift dives or a preceding day 

of drift dives were excluded from analyses. Non-positive changes in mean drift rates were 

excluded from analyses because they were not interpretable as a proxy of foraging 

success. 

Analysis 

Foraging seasons and pregnancy status (post-breeding, post-molt pregnant and 

post-molt non-pregnant) were analyzed separately for comparisons. 

The effects of behaviors (PCl, PC2, and PC3) on daily foraging success (positive 

changes in drift rate) were assessed, then the effects of intrinsic (age, mass, and 

individual quality) and extrinsic (year, OPCl, and OPC2) factors on behaviors were 

assessed. We used linear mixed-effects models (SAS 9) with individual seal as a random 

subject term and fitted with restricted maximum likelihood. Each global model was fitted 

using a suite of common covariance structures, and the candidate model with the lowest 
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Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) determined the covariance structure to fit the final 

model. In cases where the AIC under multiple covariance structures were equal, the 

covariance structure with the fewest covariance parameters was selected. The variance 

component covariance structure was selected for all models under this procedure. In 

cases where the presence of one effect inflated the p-value of another effect above 0.05, a 

model with each effect was fitted using maximum likelihood and the effects contained in 

the model with the lowest AIC were retained. All models were evaluated for variance 

inflation factors (JMP 9). The residuals of the final model fits were visually evaluated for 

approximate normality. Each model was refitted without the datapoints with a Cook's 

distance greater than 4*(number of observations+ number of parametersY1
• 

The modeling of the large dataset (up to 15555 observations) produced 

statistically significant parameter estimates that were too small to detect given the 

sampling frequency and accuracy of the instruments, or they were biologically trivial. 

These parameters were ve1iical excursions during the descent and ascent phases and 

many of the interaction effects, and were excluded from the final models. An evaluation 

of the large dataset using the information theoretic approach showed· that the models with 

the most te1ms held the most explanatory power despite trivial parameter estimates and 

effect sizes, and were therefore not interpretable. 

An R2 statistic for fixed effects (Rp) was used to evaluate the effect size for each 

fixed effect model parameter. This statistic compares the fit of the model containing a 

given fixed effect to a null model comprised of the intercept and the random terms 

(Edwards et al. 2008). Unlike commonly used tests of effect size, like 112
, RJ discounts 

the often large variation explained by the random term, facilitating comparisons of fixed 
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effect sizes within a model. The R'/J statistic compares each term to the same null model, 

making comparisons between terms possible. To further avoid misinterpreting trivial 

effects, only the terms with an R'/J within one-tenth of the highest R'/J for all fixed effects 

within the model were retained. The degrees of freedom for all statistics were calculated 

using the containment method (SAS 9) because of the large and statistically balanced 

sample size. 

RESULTS 

Principal components analysis 

PCA on the behavior metrics yielded 3 interpretable principal components (Table 

1), accounting for 74.6% of the total original variation. Bottom activity (PCl) accounted 

for 33.6% of the original variation, and encompassed behaviors associated with foraging 

activity at depth. These included total and relative duration at the bottom, which affected 

total dive duration, and putative prey pursuits (ve1iical excursions) (LeBoeuf et al. 1992). 

Foraging depth (PC2) accounted for 21.5% of the original variation, and encompassed 

behaviors indicating the depth of the accessed prey-field. These included maximum 

depth, the structure of prey pursuits, and number of prey pursuits per dive duration. Some 

of the metrics loaded onto multiple principal components because depth of the dives was 

linked with time available at depth and prey field features. Vertical transit rate (PC3) 

accounted for 19.5% of the original variation, and described the speed at which the seals 

traveled between the surface and foraging depth. No depth measures loaded strongly onto 

PC3. 

PCA on the oceanographic metrics yielded 2 interpretable principal components 

with very strong factor loadings (Table 2), accounting for 64.6% of the original variation. 
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Temperature (OPCl) accounted for 33.2% of the original variation, and included all 

temperature recordings. Light level (OPC2) accounted for 31.3% of the original variation. 

Day surface light levels were likely driven by atmospheric weather, time of foraging 

dives, and time of year. This metric was excluded from analyses because its interpretation 

was not informative in the context of our hypotheses. 

Linear mixed-effects models 

Pregnancy interacted with mean daily mass gain, affecting mean daily adipose 

gain (F 1, 239= 5.82, P = 0.017) (Figure 2). Because basic seal physiology does not change 

between seasons, all post-breeding females (prior to implantation) were included with the 

non-pregnant seals. The cost of pregnancy was reflected in how ingested resources were 

distributed in the seals. Adipose deposition, the primary driver of buoyancy change, in 

response to foraging success was different for pregnant seals, supporting our decision to 

analyze pregnant and non-pregnant seals separately. 

There were 3788 days associated with a positive change in daily mean drift rate 

for female seals in the post-breeding migration, 9252 days for pregnant seals, and 2919 

days for non-pregnant seals during the post-molt migration; covering 89, 93, and 19 

individual seals, respectively. The regions of positive drift rate changes across the 

population were dispersed across the migration tracks without a superficial pattern. There 

were 7270 days of averaged dive metrics for female seals in the post-breeding migration, 

17954 days for pregnant seals, and 5620 days for the non-pregnant seals during the post

molt migration. 

The effect sizes (RJ for fixed effects ~nd covariance parameter ratio for random 

effects), fit statistics (type III F-ratio for fixed effects and Z-score for random effects), 
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and the corresponding p-values for all models are reported in Table 3. Statistically non

significant and trivial (Rp within one-tenth of the highest R'J in the model) effects were 

excluded from interpretation and Table 3. The fixed effects for each model reported in 

Table 3 are ordered by descending R'J, and are preceded by algebraic symbols(+,-, or±) 

indicating the slope directions of the parameter estimates. 

All residual plots indicated approximate multivariate normality. No model had 

large (greater than 5) VIF values. All random subject terms were statistically significant 

for all models. 

Post-breeding season 

For the post-breeding females, foraging success had a negative relationship with 

the variable associated with vertical transit (PC3). Bottom activity (PCl) and foraging 

depth (PC2) did not impact foraging success. A variety of intrinsic and extrinsic variables 

impacted specific aspects of foraging behaviors. Bottom activity was affected by light 

level, temperature, mass, the interaction of age with year, and interactions of temperature 

with light level, mass, age, and year. Foraging depth was affected by light level, 

temperature, mass and interactions of temperature with light level, mass, age, and year. 

Vertical transit was affected by all factors of interest-light level, mass, year, age, 

temperature, and many interactions with each other. Temperature and light level were 

spatially autocon·elated, driving similar behaviors within regions of relative 

oceanographic homogeneity. The effect of light level on foraging depth (Figure 3), and 

the effects of temperature and temperature interactions on vertical transit (Figure 4) were 

geo-spatially evident. 
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Pregnant, post-molt 

For the pregnant females on the post-molt migration, foraging success had a 

negative relationship with all three principal components of behavior (vertical transit, 

bottom activity, and foraging depth). A variety of intrinsic and extrinsic variables 

impacted specific aspects of foraging behavior. Mass was the strongest effect on all 

behavioral components (Figure 5). Bottom activity was affected by mass, age, light level, 

and the interaction of light level and mass. Foraging depth was affected by mass, light 

level, and the interaction of light level and mass. Ve1iical transit was affected by mass, 

light level, and the interaction of light level and mass. The effect of light level on 

foraging depth was geo-spatially evident (Figure 3). 

Non-pregnant, post-molt 

For the non-pregnant females on the post-molt migration, foraging success had a 

negative relationship with all three principal components of behavior (ve1iical transit, 

bottom activity, and foraging depth). A variety of intrinsic and extrinsic variables 

impacted specific aspects of foraging behavior. Bottom activity was affected by 

temperature, mass, year, light level, the interaction of light with year, and the interactions 

of mass with year and temperature. Foraging depth was affected by temperature only. 

Ve1iical transit was affected by temperature and mass. The effect of temperature on 

ve1iical transit was geo-spatially evident (Figure 4). 

For all post-molt seals, pregnancy status did not change the effects of foraging 

depth (pregnancy x depth, Fr, 8478= 2.23, P = 0.14) and vertical transit rate (pregnancy x 

transit, Fr, 9236= 1.12, P = 0.29) on foraging success. Bottom activity was different 

between pregnancy statuses (pregnancy x activity, Fr, 1049= 36.7, P < 0.0001, R'J= 0.035). 
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DISCUSSION 

We measured a suite of imp01iant diving behaviors that impacted daily foraging 

success for free-ranging female n01ihern elephant seals. Bottom activity (PCl), foraging 

depth (PC2), and ve1iical transit rate (PC3) were inversely related with success, likely 

reflecting the metabolic costs of foraging at depth. Behaviors were.shaped by intrinsic 

factors (mass, age, and individual quality), and were responsive to variable extrinsic 

factors (temperature, light level, and year). Individual quality may represent 

physiological capabilities, behavioral personalities, or other factors not measured in this 

study. Seals changed their behaviors and interactions with the environment between 

seasons and pregnancy status, presumably as prey landscapes and metabolic demands 

changed. 

Foraging success 

Female n01ihern elephant seal foraging success had an inverse relationship with 

foraging effmi. Specifically, foraging periods were most successful with shallower 

foraging depth (PC2), a slower vertical transit rate (PC3), and less bottom activity (PCl). 

Northern elephant seals rarely exceed their aerobic dive limits (LeBoeuf et al. 

1988), so their behaviors while foraging at depth are limited to the time of breath-hold 

and body oxygen stores (Costa et al. 2004). A balance between the energetic demands of 

foraging (transit to prey fields, prey search, prey pursuit, and digestion) and extending 

time in the foraging zone is expected. A diving predator should minimize the time and 

energy of transit to maximize prey encounter rates in the foraging zone (Thompson et al. 

1993). Relatively shallow dives (lower PC2 values) may have been associated with 

greater foraging success because veiiical transit times were reduced without increasing 
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swim speed. However, the depth of foraging dives is likely determined by prey field 

depth and structure, and not by transport costs (Boyd et al. 1995). On deeper dives, 

which may be required to access quality prey fields, the need to balance the time and 

energy invested into transit is exacerbated; the oxygen requirements of greater descent 

and ascent rates leads to a reduction in total dive duration, and less oxygen and time 

available in the foraging zone (Davis et al. 1985, Boyd et al. 1995, Williams et al. 2004). 

V eiiical transit rate (PC3) had the greatest effect on foraging success in all elephant seal 

analysis groups. Northern elephant seals invest a large proportion of their breath-hold 

time transiting between the surface and the foraging zone (Hassrick et al. 2007), so any 

reduction to the cost of transit may lead to substantially extended time in the foraging 

zone, and cumulative energy gains across multiple dives. Similarly, the transit rate of 

gray seals is inversely related to the distance from food patches (Gallon et al. 2007). 

Seals can minimize the cost of transit by swimming at an energetically optimal speed or 

through behavioral modifications such as stroking/gliding patterns (Davis et al. 2000, 

Williams et al. 2000). Differences in diving capacities and differences in transport optima 

across environments may account for the variation in vertical transit rates (PC3). 

Diving predators are expected to transit at the minimum cost of transport and 

forage at speeds necessary to maximize energy intake (Thompson et al. 1993). Our 

results indicated the expected reduction of transit costs, but bottom activity (PC 1) had an 

inverse relationship with net energy gains. This suggests that bottom activities associated 

with lower energy investment (less total ve1iical excursions, reduced bottom time) were 

more impmiant than behaviors that may increase prey encounter rates (more vertical 

excursions, extended bottom time), which is consistent with findings in southern elephant 
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seals (Thums et al. 2011 ). LeBoeuf and Crocker (2005) found that seasonal mass gain is 

inversely related to a female northern elephant seal's foraging effort integrated over the 

entire foraging migration. Greater foraging success for the female northern elephant seal 

may be the result of encountering high quality prey (quicker satiation rate with less 

energy investment), less failed prey pursuits (measured as vertical excursions), or 

reduced search time. 

Individual effects accounted for a small amount of variability in foraging success, 

reflecting the differences in migration-long foraging success between individual seals that 

arise from inherent differences in foraging abilities or location-dependent prey encounters 

not measured in our study. This variability can be seen in the trip-long changes in stored 

body energy between individuals (Crocker et al. 2001). 

The large model residuals driving the small measures of effect size was expected 

from a large dataset and from a heterogeneous prey landscape where seals have imperfect 

knowledge of optimal behavior. Unexplained variation in foraging success could also 

reflect physiological limits, predator avoidance, habitat exploration, and other 

umneasured behaviors. 

The principal components must be interpreted with caution. We assigned names 

to these groupings to facilitate conceptualization, but these labels do not necessarily 

indicate the concepts introduced by previous studies with similar names, nor do these 

labels encompass the complexity of the components. For example, lower values for 

bottom activity (PC 1) indicated less time in the foraging zone and less activity associated 

with prey field exploitation, including the number of vertical excursions. Berwaldt et al. 

(unpublished) found that the number of vertical excursions per total dive duration was 
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positively associated with foraging success. Although it is intuitive to conceptualize this 

measure as bottom activity, vertical excursions per dive duration grouped onto another 

principal component, PC2, with a negative loading. Foraging depth (PC2) defined the 

dive phases not associated with prey encounters, where ve1iical excursions were unlikely. 

Therefore, less total ve1iical excursions, but more vertical excursions per dive duration (a 

result of less time in transit) were associated with greater foraging success. 

Foraging behaviors 

Behaviors were generally responsive to oceanographic conditions, specifically 

ocean temperature (OPCl), light level (OPC2), and the inter-annual variability of the 

general ocean environment (year effect). Estimated mass and age were important effects 

in most models. These results suggest that female elephant seal behaviors are responsive 

to oceanographic conditions or prey distribution, which is tightly linked to oceanographic 

conditions, within the behavioral limits shaped by individual physiological state. 

Individual quality (the model subject term) had large effect sizes in all behavioral 

models, indicating low individual variation relative to the large population variation. 

Female nmihern elephant seals distribute across a large and variable hydrographic region 

(Le Boeuf et al. 2000) with a highly variable prey landscape. Individual quality may 

indicate spatially correlated habitats within each track or individual physiological 

capacities. 

Intrinsic factors of behavior 

Diving behavior is constrained by the physiological capacity of breath-hold and 

the rate of stored oxygen depletion. Mass is tightly linked with physiological capacities 

(Castellini et al. 1992) and is positively related with bottom times (Irvine et al. 2000, 
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Hassrick et al. 2010). In our study, mass had a positive relationship with bottom activity 

(PCl) and depth (PC2), and a negative relationship with vertical transit rate (PC3) 

(Figure 5). Larger seals have longer breath-hold times, so they may reduce rates of 

descent and ascent to reduce the cost of transpmi at the expense of time. Longer breath

holds can result in greater diving depth potential and extended bottom times. These 

behavioral modifications may be necessary to balance mass-specific metabolic needs. 

Mass was remarkably important in all pregnant seal behaviors (Rp = 0.60, 0.73, 0.80), 

likely because these behaviors were more limited by physiological capabilities when 

coupled with the costs of pregnancy. 

Seal behavior may be responsive to buoyancy (Webb et al. 1998, Beck et al. 

2000). Specifically, buoyancy has a negative relationship with descent rate for juvenile 

nmihern elephant seals and no relationship with ascent rate. In our study, descent and 

ascent rates grouped strongly onto vertical transit rate (PC3), indicating that these metrics 

positively co-varied, whereas buoyancy would have a different effect on each metric. 

Furthermore, daily changes in buoyancy were small compared to the daily variations in 

behaviors. It was more like that large variations in behaviors drove buoyancy changes 

rather than the converse. 

Age had a large, positive effect on pregnant seal bottom activity (PCl). Age was 

not an important effect for non-pregnant seals. Although senescence is rarely detected in 

wild populations, it is evident in the Weddell seal (Hindle et al. 2009). Tissue aging may 

reduce exercise performance, especially under the oxidative stress of apnea. Like in the 

Weddel seal (Hindle et al. 2011), aging has no effect on breath-hold capacity of nmihern 

elephant seals (Hassrick et al. 2010). In our study, aging pregnant seals spent more time 
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at depth. There were no age effects on foraging depth (PC2) and vertical transit rate 

(PC3) because they were likely driven by prey availability and likely less energetically 

demanding than bottom activity. Elephant seals did not improve their overall foraging 

success with age despite increased daily bottom activity and daily vertical transit rate; the 

energetic returns were different than younger seals. This effect may only become 

significant under the metabolic stress of pregnancy. 

Extrinsic factors of behavior 

There is a general trend that water temperature decreases with depth. Instrument 

temperature measures may be lower on deeper dives, but the temperature principal 

component, OPCl, included both the surface and bottom temperatures for a dive; OPCl 

was interpreted as the thermal water structure in the horizontal domain. Alternatively, 

based on the factor loading scores (Table 2), the variability of OPCl was driven more by 

the variability in bottom temperature than by surface temperature measures. OPCl may 

strongly represent the variability of bottom temperatures, which correlate with depth. 

However, surface temperature was important to the principal component, so the 

following evaluations are based on the former interpretation. 

Sea temperatures reflect oceanographic conditions that can define and constrain 

prey fields. Ocean temperature (OPCI) had a positive effect on bottom activity (PCI), 

and a negative effect on foraging depth (PC2) and vertical transit (PC3) (Figure 4). 

Warmer water regions (higher OPCl values) were associated with shallower dives and 

slower vertical transit rates, which were linked to greater foraging success. Although the 

cost of transit to shallower, warmer prey patches may be reduced, increased bottom 

activity (PC 1) suggests that the seals are investing more time and energy into activities in 
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the foraging zone. Northern elephant seals appear to have better success in and target 

colder water regions at larger spatial scales (Crocker et al. 2006, Simmons et al. 2007). 

Higher ocean temperature (OPCl) regions at smaller scales may indicate thermal 

structures within cold water regions associated with higher quality or more predictable 

prey fields. Alternatively, the disparity in energy saving between foraging zone behaviors 

and other behaviors may reduce the total energetic benefits of warmer water foraging. 

Some of the behaviors, notably descent rate, cannot be directly responsive to the 

conditions of the foraging zone. The use of surface features to predict foraging zone 

conditions has been suggested for other predators (Nel et al. 2001, Scheffer et al. 2010). 

It is possible that some elephant seal behavior is responsive to surface and near-surface 

cues, such as the sea surface temperature component of OPCl that may reflect subsurface 

structures and its corresponding foraging optima. 

The light level principle component (OPC2) appears to have been driven by non

solar light sources. Most dives were deeper (day mean= 606 m, standard enor = 0.60; 

night mean= 483 m, standard error= 0.47) than the typical photic zone (Lorenzen 1972), 

and light at the bottom was similar between day (mean= 26.1 W cm-2
, standard error= 

0.049) and night (mean= 21.7 W cm-2
, standard error= 0.028). Therefore, the light 

detected at depth could have been bioluminescence associated with prey fields (Rodhouse 

et al. 1992). Elephant seals may follow the diel vertical migration of the deep scattering 

layer (Yentsch and Ryther 1957), and are repeatedly exposed to similar biological light 

sources at different depths. The detection of bioluminescent prey fields has been 

suggested from southern elephant seal instruments (Campagna et al. 2000). Although 

surface light during the night was most likely driven by moonlight, this measure loaded 
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onto OPC2, indicating a correlation with bottom light levels. Bioluminescence may 

qualitatively indicate the biological community structure at foraging depths, which may 

drive elephant seal behaviors and foraging success. Alternatively, OPC2 may indicate 

attenuated surface source light, reflecting differences in water column chlorophyll 

content and foraging depth. Although OPC2 is most likely a complex relationship 

between bioluminescence and light attenuation, we interpreted it as the former; the 

surface source light levels at depth were likely too low for detection, and OPC2 had a 

generally positive relationship with foraging success in our models, suggesting that OPC2 

had a positive relationship with productivity. 

Light level (OPC2) had different effects between migrations and pregnancy status 

(Figure 3). Seals forage in different regions during each migration season and likely 

encounter different prey fields. Light level (OPC2) effects may have shown the regional 

response to different prey fields. Intuitively, we would expect light level to decrease with 

depth. However, OPC2 described the variability in bottom light and in night surface light 

levels. 

Ocean productivity is variable between years at all spatial scales. Southern 

(Bradshaw et al. 2004) and no1ihern elephant seals migrate toward broad-scale regions of 

previous foraging success (Le Boeuf et al. 2000, Thums et al. 2011) regardless of general 

ocean productivity and without knowledge of the highly variable fine-scale prey 

landscape. Year effects were significant for some of the behaviors across all seal classes, 

suggesting behavioral responses to unexpected prey field dynamics at repeated foraging 

regions between years. This effect was also measured in the behavioral responses to 

oceanographic-year interactions. 
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Post-breeding migration 

Unlike post-molt migration seals, bottom activity (PCl) and depth of foraging 

eff01i (PC2) were highly variable, but had no significant effects on foraging success in 

the post-breeding season. Post-breeding seals are physiologically constrained to 2 months 

of foraging at sea, so prey selection is limited by proximity to the rookery. Elephant seals 

may exploit a variety of prey fields at this time, where depths and pursuit behavior 

optima vary. The cost of swimming to foraging depth, which may be represented by 

ve1iical transit rate (PC3), was imp01iant across seasons and habitats. 

There was a complex suite of intrinsic and extrinsic factors driving all three 

behaviors. This suggests that northern elephant seal behavior was responsive to a range of 

habitats with different behavioral requirements during the spring migration. Bottom 

activity (PCl) and foraging depth (PC2) had large temperature interaction effects, 

indicating a complex relationship between the environment and the seals' intrinsic diving 

capabilities. The seals foraged successfully in various habitats, the degree of which was 

impacted by swimming speed between the surface and foraging depths (PC3), and not by 

bottom activity (PCl) and foraging depth (PC2). 

Post-molt migration 

Foraging depth (PC2) and ve1iical transit rates (PC3) had the same effects on 

foraging success between pregnant and non-pregnant post-molt seals. The effect of 

bottom activity (PC 1) on foraging success was different between pregnancy statuses, 

explaining the relative effect sizes of behaviors within their respective models. For a 

pregnant n01ihern elephant seal, minimizing bottom activity (PC 1) became relatively 

more important. Behaviors such as extended searches, failed capture attempts, and 



inferior prey quality may have had a greater impact on seals that have the added basal 

metabolic costs of pregnancy. 

The effect of mass and its interaction with light level (OPC2) were important to 

all pregnant seal behaviors. Mass had impmiant effects on non-pregnant seal bottoin 

activity (PCl) and vertical transit (PC3), but these were not as important as temperature 

(OPCl). Pregnant seal behaviors were likely more limited by physiological capacities. 

Non-pregnant seal behaviors were primarily influenced by oceanography. 

Evaluating the foraging success proxy 
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The relationship between adipose composition and buoyancy is nonlinear 

(Crocker et al. 1997, Biuw et al. 2003) with larger changes near neutral buoyancy. This 

can be seen in Figure 1. Fmihermore, Biuw et al. (2003) found distinct temporal patterns 

in physiological changes in juvenile nmihern elephant seals and Robinson et al. (2010) 

found spatial patterns to drift rate change. The residual plots for all models showed no 

violations of multivariate normality, and there were no visually identifiable patterns in 

the relationship between drift rate change and days at sea, and there were no spatial 

patterns when plotted on a map. It was likely that many of the seals individually 

demonstrated the spatial and temporal patterns of concern, but the elephant seal 

population sampled for our study showed no distinct patterns for concern within the 

context of the linear mixed model. As individual seals may exhibit patterns that are not 

represented at the population level, all results should be interpreted strictly at the 

population level. 

The determinants of foraging success change at different temporal scales and 

those behaviors that affect foraging success at a larger scale may not have been identified 
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in this analysis. Long-term strategies have been identified from elephant seal tracking 

(e.g. Hassrick et al. in press) and decision based behaviors at the level of diving bouts 

(e.g. Berwaldt et al. unpublished) that would not indicate foraging success at the 24-hour 

scale used here. 

Further analyses 

Northern elephant seals demonstrate broad-scale foraging site fidelity (LeBoeuf 

et al. 2000, Thums et al. 2011). Foraging effort and foraging success can be compared for 

repeated sites and oceanographic conditions, and may give insight into yearly variability 

of ocean condition and productivity at higher resolutions than standard sampling and 

sensing methods (Boehlert et al. 2001, Crocker et al. 2006). In support of this, our 

analysis detected variable behaviors between years. 

The majority of energy gain is invested in lean tissue, so the change in drift rate 

did not identify many of the successful foraging periods from which the effect of adipose 

deposition on buoyancy was masked by the effect of lean tissue development. As the 

behaviors that drive foraging success by proxy are modeled with less error and are more 

comprehensive, they may serve as a predictor of foraging success without the limitations 

of using buoyancy measures. A less restricted proxy may identify fine-scale foraging 

success and critical habitats within individual seal tracks not detectable with our proxy. 

CONCLUSION 

Diving behaviors impacted daily foraging success in female northern elephant 

seals. Daily success was primarily determined by behaviors showing reduced energy 

investment, rather than behaviors expected to increase prey encounter rates. Reducing the 
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vertical transit rate, presumably reducing the cost of transport to foraging depths was the 

most impmiant behavior. Behaviors were defined by the intrinsic qualities of the seal, 

and were highly plastic to oceanographic variability. The cost of pregnancy was high, 

often restricting foraging behaviors to physiological capacities and reducing their 

plasticity to environmental changes. There is a growing concern in marine conservation 

amidst increasing human needs for marine exploitation and global climate change. 

Northern elephant seals may serve as sentinels for the Nmih Pacific, from which 

measured changes in foraging success, behaviors, or local environment can indicate the 

large-scale changes in the ocean environment. The concepts in foraging energetics and 

behavioral plasticity supported here may be applied to other pelagic predators under 

different physiological states in defining critical habitats and predicting tolerance to 

environmental disturbances. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table I. The behavior metrics and their loading scores on three principal components 

(PCA, Varimax rotation, minimum eigenvalue 1 ). Rotated factor scores are reported if 

they exceed 0.500 or are less than -0.500. 

bottom activi Cl fora in de C2 vertical transit C3 
• prop01tion of dive 0.906 • maximum depth (night) 0.791 • ascent rate 0.864 

duration at the bottom •maximum depth (day) 0.738 • descent rate 0.817 

• bottom duration 0.833 • ve1tical range at the 0.686 • foraging dives 0.706 
(night) bottom per day 

• bottom duration (day) 0.827 • total ve1tical distance 0.560 • dive duration -0.577 
• ve1tical excursions at 0.806 traveled at the bottom (night) 

the bottom (night) • dive duration (day) 0.515 

• ve1tical excursions at 0.751 • vertical excursions per -0.772 removed from PCA 
the bottom (day) dive duration • vertical excursions in 

• total ve1iical distance 0.713 ascent 
traveled at the bottom • ve1tical excursions in 

• dive duration (day) 0.628 descent 

• dive duration (night) 0.598 • post-dive interval 

Table 2. The oceanography metrics and their loading scores on two principal components 

(PCA, Varimax rotation, minimum eigenvalue 1 ). Rotated factor scores are reported if 

they exceed 0.500 or are less than -0.500. 

tem_JJ_erature _{OPCl} l!g_bt level_{_OPC2l removed from PCA 
• temperature at bottom (night) 0.942 • light at bottom (night) 0.848 • light at surface 
• temperature at bottom (day) 0.872 • light at bottom (day) 0.788 (day) 

• temperature at surface 0.584 • light at surface (night) 0.652 

Table 3. Linear mixed-effects models for positive change in drift rate (Lldrift rate), PCI 

(activity), PC2 (depth), and PC3 (transit), analyzed separately by season and pregnancy 

status. OPCI is reported as temp and OPC2 as light. The subject terms are individual seal. 

The algebraic signs within the models reflect the slope direction for each parameter 

estimate, including all levels for year terms. Effect sizes are repmied as Rp for fixed 

effects and as the covariance parameter ratio for the random effects. P-values are based 
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on the rep01ied test statistics. Fixed effects are ordered by descending effect size. Terms 

with small effect sizes and statistically non-significant terms are excluded. 

Vidrift rate "" -transit ± [subject] 
test stat: F 1,n79= 546 Z=4.10 
p-value: <.0001 <.0001 
effect size: 0.14 0.045 

activity"" light + temp - (temp x light)- (temp x mass)+ mass + (temp x age) ± (temp x year) ± 
F 1,5136= 138 FI, 5136= 134 F1,5136= 113 F1,5136= 69.8 F 1, m6= 48.4 F1, 5136= 42.4 F6, 5136= 20.5 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.24 0.24 0.21 0.14 0.10 0.090 0.046 

(age x year) ± [subject] 
bO F6, 5136= 18.6 z = 5.01 
.s <.0001 <.0001 
"' 0) 0.042 0.66 ~ 
-'?depth"" -light - temp + (temp x mass)- (temp x age) + (temp x light)+ mass ± (temp x year) ±[subject] 
t;; F 1,5158= 463 F 1,5158= 3 80 F 1,5158= 197 F1,5l58= 77.6 F1,5l58= 76.0 F 1,5158= 61.3 F6,5158= 45.1 z = 5.50 0 
p. 

<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.52 0.47 0.31 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.095 0.58 

transito= (temp x light) ± (temp x year)+ (mass x year) -year + (light x mass)-(light x age) - (temp x age)-
F1,s179= 27.l F6,s179= 25.9 F6,sl79= 25.6 F6,s179= 22.1 F1,s179= 20.0 F1,s179= 19.7 F1,s179= 15.3 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.064 0.061 0.060 0.052 0.048 0.047 0.037 
(temp x mass)± (age x year)+ age - light - mass - temp ± [subject] 
F1,s179= 14.2 F6,5179= 10.5 F1,s179= 7.84 F 1,s179= 6.58 F1,s179= 6.27 F1,s179= 5.46 z = 5.60 
0.0002 <.0001 0.005 0.010 0.012 0.020 <.0001 
0.034 0.026 0.019 0.016 0,015 0.014 0.58 

j;fdrift rate "" -transit - activity - depth ± [subject] 
test stat: F1,8258= 567 F1,825s= 258 F1,8258= 151 Z=4.90 
p-value: <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
effect size: 0.17 0.086 0.052 0.044 

activity "" mass + (light x mass) + age - light ± [subject] 
F 1,11n6= 2444 F 1,11926= 248 F 1,11926= 209 F1,11n6= 142 z =4.22 

§ <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

5'n 
0.67 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.96 

~depth "" mass - light + (light x mass) ± [subject] 
p. 

F 1,11961= 3600 F 1,11961= 287 F1,11961= 276 Z=4.96 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.75 0.19 0.19 0.57 

transit "" -mass + (light x mass) - light ± [subject] 
F 1,11916= 4881 F1,11916= 198 F1,11916= 143 Z=0.71 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.052 
0.82 0.15 0.12 0.65 

Vidrift rate "" -transit - depth - activity ± [subject] 
test stat: F1,2m= 113 F1,2m= 58.7 F1,m2= 35.3 z = 3.37 
p-value: <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.004 
effect size: 0.12 0.064 0.039 0.14 

activity"" temp - mass + (mass x year)- (temp x mass)- year - light ± (light x year)± [subject] 

§ 
F 1,3629= 155 F 1,3629= 133 F6,3629= 92.4 F 1,3629= 54.4 F6,3629= 35.0 F 1,3629= 26.3 F6,3629= 12.0 Z=2.81 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.002 

6b 0.25 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.072 0.055 0.026 0.76 
~ 
%"depth"" -temp ± [subject] 
0 F 1,3654= 738 Z = 2.44 
I: 

<.0001 0.007 
0.59 0.65 

transito= -temp + mass ± [subject] 
F1,3624= 154 F1,3624= 61.2 z = 2.74 
<.0001 <.0001 0.003 
0.23 0.11 0.56 
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Figure 1. Daily mean drift rates during the course of a post-molt foraging migration for a 
non-pregnant (graph A) and a pregnant (graph B) seal. Positive changes in daily drift rate 
between consecutive days (closed circles) were retained for analysis as a proxy of 
foraging success. Open circles represent a decrease from the previous daily mean drift 
rate. 
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Figure 2. Adipose deposition in response to mass gain was different between pregnant 

seals (open circles) and all other seals (closed circles) at the scale of the entire migration 

season, reflecting a metabolic cost of pregnancy. 
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Figure 3. The negative effects oflight level (OPC2) on foraging depth (PC2) for post-

breeding (maps A and B) and pregnant (maps C and D) seals are geo-spatially evident. 

The colors for all metrics are ramped from blue (lowest values) to red (highest), and are 

based on principal component values, separated by quantiles. 
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Figure 4. The negative effects of temperature on vertical transit rate (PC3) for post-

breeding (maps A and B) and non-pregnant (maps C and D) seals were geo-spatially 

evident. The colors for all metrics are ramped from blue (lowest values) to red (highest), 

and are based on principal component values, separated by quantiles. 
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Figure 5. The large effect size of mass was evident in these plots of estimated daily mass 

(10 kg intervals) by mean behavior (PC 1, PC2, and PC3; ± standard error; unitless) 

across the entire pregnant seal sample population. The nonlinear relationships shown in 

these plots were not present in linear mixed models used for analyses, where mass 

interaction terms were common. 
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